Minutes.

Meeting opened: 6:29PM

1. Welcome and Apologies

Apologies from Cam, Claire, Becky, Daisy, Patrick.

2. Feedback from ‘E.RRRRRR ... A Medical Drama with Zombies’

- Brad makes girls wet (tears, urine, etc).
- One of the best in a long time/top three
- Audience responded well to visual gags/slapstick.
- Sets yay! Plot yay! Characters yay! Lol floor. Lol Ivo’s dance. Last one had more dicks in it.
- Didn’t need to be drunk to enjoy it.

3. The Jack Award

- Kat noms Ivo’s BALLS  Brad 2nd
- Alex noms Sam’s vomit, Lachlan 2nd
- Hofai noms Daisy for flirting with Roland Evan 2nd
- Bradley noms Sally’s sleep-talking Alex 2nd
  - Winner: Sam

5. Committee Elections

President

- Sam noms Lois, Brad 2nd
- Evan noms Sally, who declines. -
- Ivo noms himself, Alex 2nd
- Winner: Lois
Your argument is invalid; Ivo’s hair is Batman.

President of Vice
- Lois noms Brad, Alex 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Lois noms Ivo, who declines
- Evan noms Rob, who declines
- Winner: Brad by default.

Brad is not as shit as first assumed.

Treasurer.
- Jack noms himself, Ivo 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Jo noms Rob, Evan 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Ivo noms Adam, Alex 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Winner: Jack

Sexretary
- Ivo noms himself, Alex 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Hofai noms Rob, Lois 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Winner: Rob.

Your argument is STILL invalid; Ivo’s hair is STILL Batman.

Biscuit wenches
- Sally noms herself, Alex 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Ellie noms herself, Becbec 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Jo noms Nicola, Adam 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Nathan noms Sam, Ellie 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Rahul noms Tina, Adam 2\textsuperscript{nd}
- Jess noms herself, Ash 2\textsuperscript{nd} (aw)
- Evan noms Kat, Lois 2\textsuperscript{nd}
  - Winners: Sally, Tina and Sam.

Web wench
- Ivo noms Adam, Brad 2\textsuperscript{nd}
  - Winner: Adam by default.

6. Next Storyline

Story ideas
• Evan proxies for Claire – Greek Mythology/Hercules/Heroes/Disney
• Peter/Patrick pitches pirates, Shakespeare, ninjas, Peter Pan
• Brad pitches King Arthur Rock Band
• Nathan pitches Goldilocks Bear Bandits Ash pitches Murderous Goldilocks –
• Oceans 11
• Sally pitches Hotel Murder Mystery
• Jess pitches Bastardised Enid Blyton
• Héshàn pitches Evil Character
• Hofai pitches Vampire Fiction Bashing
• Roland pitches Oregon Trail in Space

1. Vote on story
Winner: King Arthur Rock Band

Ivo motions for music director, Brad, for this particular Panto, Sally 2nd Unanimous.

7. Production Committee Elections

Director
Brad noms Ivo & Lois, Sally 2nd
Daisy proxies herself, Lois 2nd with Hofai
Jo & Evan nom themselves, Sally 2nd
Jack noms Ivo & Jo, Sally 2nd

After some discussion, we ask candidates if anyone would object to mixing up the pairs. We get each of their preferences for partners and vote for everyone individually.

Ivo
Lois
Jo
Daisy
Hofai
Evan

Winners: Ivo and Jo

Producer
Alex noms Emma, who declines
Emma noms Hayley & Rob, Hayley declines
Emma noms herself & Rob, Sally 2nd
Daisy noms herself, Evan 2

Winners: Rob & Emma

Costumator
Ellie noms Lois, 2 Alex
Sam noms Tina, who declines
Becbec noms herself, Ivo 2
Jo noms Lindz, who declines

Lois proposes that she and Becbec do costumes as a team, Becbec accepts. Winners: Becbec & Lois by default.

Nathan asks what ‘minutiae’ means.

Stage Manager
Lois noms Raph, Noemie 2
Kat noms herself, Lois 2
Winner: Raph.

Head writer
Lois noms Brad, Ivo 2
Winner: Brad by default.

8. Take down names for writing team
   • There will be an email, if anyone wants to write, reply to it.

9. After After Party

   1. Theme
      a. Send theme ideas to email.
   2. Anyone want to host? We’re not grotty, honest!
      a. Go on the forums

10. Vote on the amendments to the constitution

Propose Props Master be added to constitution, subject to wording. For: 21 Against: 10
Problems with proposed copy – semantics with discrimination
All in favour unanimous

11. General Business

Meeting closed: 8:59PM